The service centre for mobile and crawler cranes at Oberhausen.
Liebherr mobile and crawler cranes are modern, powerful and reliable; they are in operation world-wide. As powerful as every crane is also the Liebherr service. A network of service stations guarantees competent service to our customers right in their vicinity. At no less than three locations in Germany, Liebherr Werk Ehingen GmbH offers a comprehensive after-sales service for mobile and crawler cranes. The “Repair centre at the manufacturer’s factory” at Ehingen – in operation since 1980 – is being extended currently in a second development phase by a new repair shop of 5,300 m² with the latest equipment. The “Service centre at Berlin/Alt Bork” with a workshop area of 8,500 m² provides service for almost 800 Liebherr mobile cranes in the new “Bundesländer”. And the “Service centre at Oberhausen”, which we are introducing by this brochure, is favourably situated as regards transport facilities in direct vicinity of the A 49, A 2, A 3 and A 67. It has been remarkably extended currently within a second development phase and offers service for more than 1,800 Liebherr mobile and crawler cranes in that region. The repair shop of 2,500 m² and the administration complex with offices, social and training rooms as well as a well assorted spare parts store are situated on an area of 15,000 m². Servicing and repair work are performed by experienced, qualified personnel. Our crane experts avail of comprehensive technical and organizational know-how and give you efficient and individual advice. Experienced technicians with modernly equipped servicing vehicles are responsible for the outdoor service.

The Liebherr service: Positively av
ailable for you.
Repair after accidents, overhaul of second-hand cranes and maintenance of any kind are daily routine for the specialists at the Oberhausen service centre. Two overhead cranes of 25 m span and 90 t capacity each, underfloor inspection bays, fully automatic exhaust gas extraction devices, a modern brake test stand, welding equipment and a comprehensive equipment of special tools form the base for repair and maintenance work of any kind. The Liebherr service centres in Germany have been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 and feature an outstanding quality standard.

The Liebherr service: The crane is
in the centre of interest.
We apply expert knowledge to develop and design our mobile and crawler cranes as reliable as possible. However, a long crane life never excludes some repairs.Boom repair, renewal of the brake system, replacement of a luffing ram, welding of high-tensile steels of crane structural components, inspection of the tachograph or work in respect to the TÜV inspection and the rules for the prevention of accidents are as obvious as e.g. a complete new painting of a factory-overhauled second-hand crane. The comprehensive technical equipment of the Oberhausen workshop guarantees professional and high-quality servicing work.

The crane repair:
A matter for experts.
The fact that Liebherr mobile cranes of the new generation with the latest engine and data bus engineering and progressive crane technologies are continuously becoming more easy to service, increases, however, the technical demands on the operators and servicing personnel. Therefore, training courses for the crane operators and workshop personnel of the customers are also organized at the Oberhausen Liebherr factory subsidiary. Classrooms with modern teaching and presentation methods are available for that training. The training personnel availis a wide spectrum of experience and optimizes its knowledge by regular, intensive continuation training so that your specialists also can qualify optimally for the workday routine.
The "Oberhausen service centre" offers a comprehensive spare parts store. A high-performance EDP system guarantees the availability of all essential spare parts. Should yet parts be required to be ordered from the central spare parts store at the factory, they will be available within a few hours due to a rapid transportation concept. The efficiency of a mobile crane depends on its readiness for operation; therefore, the spare parts supply is also guaranteed at weekends. As preventive service is saving money in the long run, you can ensure the operativeness of your crane by inspection programs and regular analyses. The regular maintenance of your cranes by Liebherr results in calculative advantages for you.

The spare parts service — competence on call.
Liebherr mobile and crawler cranes obtain a first-rate resale value on the second-hand market. Whether "partly overhauled" or "overhauled at the factory with guarantee" – our experts are particularly well versed in the "used ones". As the acquisition of a second-hand crane is a matter of trust, Liebherr pays attention to its good condition right at its purchase to ensure that you find only such cranes in our offer which are reliable and tested in the workshop. On request, Liebherr second-hand cranes will also be provided with a factory guarantee. At the "Oberhausen service centre", second-hand cranes are overhauled, can be inspected and demonstrated.

The way to our service centre for mobile cranes at Oberhausen.